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Abstract:
The type III (and the “essential core” type III0) stress-energy tensors in the Hawking–
Ellis (Segre–Pleban´ski) classification stand out in that there is to date no known source
(either classical or semi-classical) leading to type III stress-energy. (In contrast the
Hawking–Ells types I and II occur classically, and type IV is known to occur semi-
classically). We instead start by asking the obverse question: What sort of spacetime
(assuming the Einstein equations) needs a type III stress-energy to support it? One key
observation is that type III is incompatible with either planar or spherical symmetry,
so one should be looking at spacetimes of low symmetry (or no symmetry). Finding
such a type III spacetime is a matter of somehow finding an appropriate ansatz for the
metric, calculating the Einstein tensor, and analyzing the pattern of (Lorentz invariant)
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Herein we report some (partial) success along these lines
— we explicitly exhibit several (somewhat unnatural) spacetime geometries with a
type III Einstein tensor. We then build an explicit but somewhat odd Lagrangian
model leading (in Minkowski space) to type III stress-energy. While we still have no
fully acceptable general physical model for type III stress-energy, we can at least say
something about what such a stress-energy tensor would entail.
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1 Introduction
The Hawking–Ellis (Segre–Pleban´ski) classification of possible (Lorentzian signature)
stress-energy tensors [1–3] allows us to treat matter in a gravitational context without
introducing specific hypotheses. Therefore, it is an essential tool in analyzing the
implications of the Einstein field equations in a largely model independent manner.
Whereas the Hawking–Ellis types I and II have quite standard classical sources, and
type IV is easily sourced by semi-classical stress-energy tensors, the type III stress-
energy stands out in that there is to date no known physical source leading to such a
stress-energy [4–6]. The other way that type III stands out is that it is low symmetry
— type III is incompatible with either planar or spherical symmetry — it requires a
minimum of (2+1) dimensions to even define type III [1–6]. In contrast types I, II, and
IV can all be defined in (1+1) dimensions, which certainly is compatible with either
planar or spherical symmetry.
Given the oddities exhibited by the type III stress-energy tensors, one could reasonably
wonder why one might be interested in such questions. One of the reasons is the way
in which the Hawking–Ellis classification interplays with and interacts with all of the
classical [1, 7], semi-classical [7–14], and quantum [15–20] energy conditions — which
are in turn used as the basis for topological censorship and singularity theorems. There
are also strong connections to the classification scheme built on variants of the Rainich
approach, see references [5] and [21–32]. Due to these observations, it is of crucial
importance to understand if matter described by those tensors can exists in nature
and, in that case, which are its gravitational consequences.
In this article, in the first place, instead of directly looking for a physical implementation
of type III stress-energy, we shall ask the obverse question and look for spacetimes with
a type III Einstein tensor 1 — assuming the Einstein equations such a spacetime would
need type III stress energy as its source. We then secondly develop a somewhat odd
Lagrangian suitable for supporting a Hawking–Ellis type III stress-energy. Throughout
this work we will focus on a particular kind of type III stress-energy tensor, that given
by its “essential core” [4]. This “simplified” tensor is obtained by subtracting special
cases of type I to simplify the (Lorentz invariant) eigenvalue structure as much as
possible without disturbing the eigenvector structure. So the “essential core”, denoted
type III0, captures the fundamental characteristics of type III tensors.
1As an aside we mention that there are also Petrov type III spacetimes, based on an eigenvector
decomposition of the Riemann tensor rather than the stress tensor [33]. However, these are quite
different and mutually orthogonal classification schemes which have little to nothing to do with each
other.
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This article is outlined as follows: In section 2 we summarize the characteristics of
type III (and type III0) stress energy tensors. In section 3, we first outline the strategy
we followed to obtain spacetimes sourced by type III0 stress energy tensors. Then, in
subsection 3.1, we present a 2 + 1 dimensional example and discuss it in detail, before
going to three 3 + 1 dimensional examples in subsections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3. In
subsection 3.3 we extract some conclusions about those geometries. Later, in section
4, we present particular examples of Lagrangians leading to type III0 stress energy
tensors—with details in subsections 4.2 and 4.3. We discuss our results in section 5.
Furthermore, for clarity, we include an explanatory diagram of various stress energy
tensors classifications in the appendix.
2 Type III and type III0 stress energy
Recall what type III stress-energy looks like [4–6]. Working in (3+1) dimensions,
under Lorentz similarity transformations type III can be partially diagonalized into the
form [4–6]:
T ab ∼L

ρ f 0 0
f −ρ f 0
0 f −ρ 0
0 0 0 p3
 ; T ab ∼

−ρ 1 0 0
0 −ρ 1 0
0 0 −ρ 0
0 0 0 p3
 . (2.1)
The Lorentz invariant eigenvalues, solving det(T ab − ληab) = 0, are {−ρ,−ρ,−ρ, p3}.
(This is a so-called “generalized eigenvalue problem” [34, 35].) Subtracting out as much
of type I as possible; simplifying the eigenvalues as much as possible while preserving
the eigenvector structure; leads to what we have called type III0 stress-energy [4]:
(T ab)III0 ∼L

0 f 0 0
f 0 f 0
0 f 0 0
0 0 0 0
 ; (T ab)III0 ∼

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 . (2.2)
The Lorentz invariant eigenvalues are now {0, 0, 0, 0}. So, we now have only one eigen-
value, λ = 0, although we still have two (and only two) eigenvectors (see the appendix).
This type III0 stress-energy can be invariantly characterized as [(T
a
b)III0 ]
3 = 0, but
with [(T ab)III0 ]
2 6= 0, so the mixed tensor is nilpotent of order 3. Alternatively one can
write (T ab)III0 = f(`
asb + sa`b), where ` is a null vector, and s is a spacelike vector
orthogonal to `. For more details and discussion, see reference [4]. As this tensor is
traceless, we can conclude that the corresponding geometry has a Ricci tensor of the
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form Rab = κf(`asb + sa`b) assuming that the gravitational phenomena are described
by Einstein equations.
From the above, it is clear that the minimum dimension in which type III0 can exist
is (2+1) dimensions, corresponding to simply dropping the identically zero row and
column in the 4× 4 matrices presented above.
(T ab)III0 ∼L
 0 f 0f 0 f
0 f 0
 ; (T ab)III0 ∼
 0 1 00 0 1
0 0 0
 . (2.3)
In any dimensionality, a simple diagnostic for a type III0 Einstein tensor is to check
R = 0 and then verify
Gab G
b
c 6= 0, Gab Gbc Gcd = 0. (2.4)
Equivalently one could work with the Ricci tensor
Rab R
b
c 6= 0, Rab Rbc Rcd = 0. (2.5)
3 Some metrics with Einstein tensors of Hawking–Ellis type III
How did we find the type III spacetime geometries reported below? Since type III is
incompatible with either spherical or planar symmetry; we knew to look at spacetimes
with low symmetry. In a literature search we indeed found a paper on spacetimes with
no symmetry [36], this being closely related to the VSI (vanishing scalar invariant)
spacetimes [37–40]. Those particular examples were not good enough for current pur-
poses, so we kept looking. We also knew that the essential core tensors [4] are traceless,
implying that the general relativistic geometrical equivalent is Ricci-scalar-flat, R = 0;
thereby suggesting that some mutilation2 of the pp spacetimes might be interesting for
describing the geometry corresponding to a type III0 stress-energy. Now pp spacetimes
can be expressed in the Brinkmann form
ds2 = −2dudv +H(u, x, y) du2 + dx2 + dy2, (3.1)
2Note that that pp geometries can have both lower symmetry than spherical symmetry, and R = 0.
However, they also have GabG
bc = 0, thus corresponding to a type II0 stress energy tensor, (or in the
vacuum case, type I). That is the reason why we need to mutilate the pp geometry.
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or in the Rosen form
ds2 = −2dudv + gAB(u)dxAdxB, (3.2)
where xA = x, y (see [41, 42] for a detailed discussion of this geometry). So we started
mutilating Rosen-form gravity wave spacetimes. These heuristics quickly led to the four
examples presented below. (It must be admitted that they are quite messy spacetime
geometries.)
3.1 (2+1)-dimensional example
This (2+1) dimensional example, despite its ultimate simplicity, was actually the last
one we found.
3.1.1 Cartesian Kerr–Schild form
Consider the (2+1) dimensional Kerr–Schild spacetime
ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + x (y + t) f (dt− dy)2. (3.3)
Here f is an arbitrary constant and the metric is in Kerr–Schild form.3
A brief calculation yields both R = 0 and
Gab =
 0 −f 0−f 0 f
0 f 0
 ; Gab =
 0 f 0f 0 f
0 f 0
 . (3.4)
So this metric is naturally in type III0 canonical form, without any further processing
being needed. It is easy to check that
Gab G
b
c 6= 0, Gab Gbc Gcd = 0, (3.5)
and that the Jordan normal form of the mixed Einstein tensor is
Gab ∼
 0 1 00 0 1
0 0 0
 . (3.6)
3 This geometry can be obtained from a pp wave space in Cartesian coordinates by mutilating one
dimension, changing H(t− y, x)→ H(t+ y, x), and choosing H(t+ y, x) = 2fx(y + t). (The second
step being necessary for avoiding a vacuum solution).
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The null eigenvector of Gab is `
a = (1, 0, 1)a; so that `a = (−1, 0, 1)a, while the spacelike
generalized eigenvector is sa = (0, 1, 0)a; so that sa = (0, 1, 0)a.
Explicitly
gab = ηab + x (y + t) f `a`b; g
ab = ηab + x (y + t) f `a`b. (3.7)
It is easy to check that
∇a`b = xf `a`b; ∇asb = 1
2
(t+ y)f `a`
b. (3.8)
In particular the integral curves of any constant linear combination of `a and sa are
geodesic. Perhaps unexpectedly, there is a Killing vector K = ∂t − ∂y; so we have
Ka = (1, 0,−1). Then Ka`a = −2 so
Ka = −(1, 0, 1)a + 2x (y + t) f (1, 0,−1)a, (3.9)
and
gabK
aKb = x (y + t) (`aK
a)2 f = 4x (y + t) f. (3.10)
Consequently the norm of the Killing vanishes at both x = 0 and y + t = 0.
The hypersurface at x = 0 has induced 2-metric (ds2)
2 = −dt2 + dy2, and so is a
(comparatively uninteresting) timelike hypersurface. In contrast the hypersurface Σ
defined by the condition t + y = 0 has a singular induced 2-metric (ds2)
2 = dx2, and
so is a null hypersurface. The normal to this null hypersurface Σ is proportional to
na ∝ ∇(t + y) = (1, 0, 1)a. Furthermore on this hypersurface Σ the Killing vector
reduces to Ka → (KΣ)a = −(1, 0, 1)a ∝ na; so the Killing vector is normal to the
hypersurface—this demonstrates that the hypersurface Σ defined by t + y = 0 is a
Killing horizon. Indeed the Killing vector is generally not hypersurface orthogonal.
The Frobenius theorem asserts hypersurface orthogonality, K = α dβ, if and only if
K ∧ dK = 0. But explicit calculation yields
K[aKb,c] = −2(t+ y)f
3
abc, (3.11)
which is in general non-zero. So the Killing vector becomes hypersurface orthogonal
only and specifically at the hypersurface Σ. By considering the general quantity
Ka∇aKb = 2xf Kb + 4x2(t+ y)f 2 `b − 2(t+ y)f sb (3.12)
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and noting that on the t+ y = 0 Killing horizon this reduces to
Ka∇aKb → 2xfKb = κKb, (3.13)
we see that the surface gravity of the t + y = 0 Killing horizon is κ = 2fx. Note,
following the construction given in Wald [43], that this is compatible with
K [a,b] K[a,b] = −8f 2x2 = −2κ2. (3.14)
(In contrast at the timelike hypersurface x = 0 the Killing vector is null but not
hypersurface orthogonal, indeed Ka∇aKb → −2(t + y)f sb there, and no meaningful
definition of surface gravity can be formulated there.)
The Riemann tensor is very simple
Rtxty = −f = Rtyxy, (3.15)
other components (not related by symmetry) vanish. Also
Rtxty = −f ; Rtyxy = f, (3.16)
other components (not related by symmetry) vanish.
The Weyl tensor is zero (which is automatic in 3 dimensions). Conformal flatness in 3
dimensions is instead related to the vanishing of the Cotton tensor. Since R = 0 the
(3-index) Cotton tensor simplifies to Cabc = 2Ra[b;c] and explicit computation yields
Cabc = 2Ra[b;c] = −f 2 x `a(`bsc − `csb). (3.17)
The 2-index Cotton-York tensor is
Cab = Cacd b
cd = +2f 2x `a`b. (3.18)
All of the scalar invariants vanish:
RabcdR
abcd = RabR
ab = R2 = CabC
ab = CabR
ab = 0, (3.19)
so this is indeed a VSI (vanishing scalar invariants) spacetime.
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Other notable features of this (2+1) spacetime are that:
• The eigenvalues of the metric gab, with respect to the background metric ηab, are
{−
√
1 + f 2x2(t+ y)2 + fx(t+ y),
√
1 + f 2x2(t+ y)2 + fx(t+ y), 1}. (3.20)
So this metric has Lorentzian signature in the whole domain of t, x, y.
• gtt = −1 + x (y + t) f , so dt is spacelike for x (y + t) f > 1.
• gyy = 1 + x (y + t) f , so dy is timelike for x (y + t) f < −1.
• The (2+1) light cones determined by the nonsingular (2+1) metric evaluated at
the timelike 2-plane x = 0, (not those determined by the induced 2-metric on the
timelike 2-plane), are the usual ones.
• The (2+1) light cones determined by the nonsingular (2+1) metic evaluated at
the null 2-plane t + y = 0, (not related to the singular induced 2-metric on the
null 2-plane), are the usual ones.
The causality properties seem unusual, but not entirely pathological.
3.1.2 Double-null coordinate form
The (2+1) example looks perhaps a little simpler in double-null coordinates. Consider
coordinates u = 1√
2
(t− y) and v = 1√
2
(t+ y) so −dt2 + dx2 = −2dudv. Then
ds2 = −2dudv + dx2 + 2
√
2xv f du2. (3.21)
Here f is an arbitrary constant, the metric is in Kerr–Schild form, and ordering the
coordinates as (u, v, x) a brief calculation yields
Gab = −
√
2
 0 0 f0 0 0
f 0 0
 ; Gab = +√2
 0 0 00 0 f
0 f 0
 ; Gab = √2
 0 0 00 0 +f
−f 0 0
 .
(3.22)
This is type III0 (double-null) form. (In Hawking–Ellis, and in our previous papers, we
have presented the explicit matrix forms of the classification in an orthonormal basis;
if we use a double null basis then things are slightly different as presented above.)
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What certainly must stay the same for type III0, even in double-null form, are the
(easily verified) statements that Gab G
b
c 6= 0, and Gab Gbc Gcd = 0, and that the
Jordan normal form of the mixed Einstein tensor is still that of equation (3.6). The
null eigenvector is now `a = (0, 1, 0)a; so that `a = −(1, 0, 0)a. The spacelike generalized
eigenvector is now sa = (0, 0, 1)a, so that sa = (0, 0, 1)
a. The Riemann tensor is now
(if anything) even simpler
Ruvux = −
√
2f ; Ruvvx = −
√
2f. (3.23)
Other components (not related by symmetry) vanish. The Killing vector becomes ∂u;
that is Ka = (1, 0, 0), whereas Ka =
(
+2
√
2xvf,−1, 0)
a
and gabK
aKb = 2
√
2xvf .
The Killing horizon Σ is now specified by the hypersurface v = 0. (As previously, the
hypersurface x = 0 has induced 2-metric (ds2)
2 = −2dudv, and so is again timelike.)
Other tensorial properties of the spacetime carry over without modification.
One (trivial) way of going from (2+1) to (3+1) dimensions is by simply adding on an
extra flat dimension — this is not particularly interesting — a less trivial construction
involves “distorting” in the extra dimension.
3.2 (3+1)-dimensional examples
We now present three examples of type III spacetime geometry in (3+1) dimensions.
3.2.1 First and simplest (3+1)-dimensional example
Let us consider a pp spacetime in the Rosen form
ds2 = −2dudv + gAB(u)dxAdxB. (3.24)
Here xA = {x, y}, and u and v are null coordinates. This spacetime is sourced by
a type II0 stress energy tensor, that is GabG
bc = 0. In order to avoid this (for our
purposes trivial) conclusion, we mutilate the space by making the change u ←→ y. A
particularly simple example is the following geometry (which was actually the first we
found)
ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2 + 2J(y) dx {dz − dt}. (3.25)
This is a mutilation of pp spacetime in the Rosen form. Note there are three linearly
independent Killing vectors ∂t, ∂x, and ∂z.
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One easily calculates the only nonzero components of the Einstein tensor
Gxz = −Gxt = −1
2
J,yy, and Gzz = −Gzt = Gtt = +1
2
(J,y)
2. (3.26)
Therefore, at a minimum we need J,yy 6= 0 in order to get a type III tensor. One easily
verifies that the Ricci scalar is zero, R = 0. Moreover, RabcdR
abcd = 0 and RabRab = 0.
If we now write
A = −1
2
J,yy; E = +
1
4
(J,y)
2; (3.27)
then
Gab dx
adxb = 2A dx(dz − dt) + 2E (dz − dt)(dz − dt). (3.28)
Rearrange this
Gab dx
adxb = 2(Adx+ E(dz − dt)) (dz − dt). (3.29)
This is now of the required type III0 form, Gab = f (`asb + sa`b), provided we set
`adx
a = dz − dt; and f sadxa = Adx+ E(dz − dt). (3.30)
Note the 1-form ` = dz − dt is null with respect to both η and g, whence
f = A; and sadx
a = dx+
(
E
A
)
(dz − dt). (3.31)
that is
f =
1
2
J,yy; and sadx
a = dx− 1
2
(
(J,y)
2
J,yy
)
(dz − dt). (3.32)
Furthermore
`a = (−1, 0, 0, 1)a; and `a = (1, 0, 0, 1)a. (3.33)
Similarly
sa =
(
−E
A
, 1, 0,
E
A
)
a
; and sa =
(
−J + E
A
, 1, 0,−J + E
A
)a
. (3.34)
Note that s is normalized: sas
a = 1. We also have ∇a`b = 0 and sa∇asb = 0. In
particular `a is a covariantly constant null Killing vector, and the integral curves of sa
are geodesic.
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One can also check the key features above by brute force, symbolically calculating Gab,
(e.g. using Maple), and verifying that
(G2)ab = f
2`a`b = f
2

−1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 1

a
b
; while (G3)ab = 0. (3.35)
One easily verifies that the Weyl tensor is non-zero Cabcd 6= 0, but CabcdCabcd = 0. Also
RabcdR
abcd = 0 and GacRabcd = 0 = G
acCabcd. This spacetime geometry would need to
be sourced by a type III0 stress-energy tensor to satisfy the Einstein equations.
3.2.2 Second more general (3+1)-dimensional example
For a second example, consider the more complicated metric
ds2 = −dt2+dx2+dy2+dz2+2 {J(x, y, z − t)dx+K(x, y, z − t)dy} {dz − dt} . (3.36)
This is not Kerr–Schild, though it is vaguely reminiscent thereof.
This is not a pp spacetime, though it is vaguely reminiscent thereof.
There is now only one Killing vector, namely ∂t + ∂z, that is K
a = (1, 0, 0, 1)a.
One easily calculates the only non-zero components of the Einstein tensor
Gxz = −Gxt = 1
2
[J,yy −K,xy] = 1
2
∂y[J,y −K,x]; (3.37)
Gyz = −Gyt = 1
2
[K,xx − J,xy] = −1
2
∂x[J,y −K,x]; (3.38)
and
Gzz = −Gzt = Gtt = −J,xz−K,yz−1
2
(J,y−K,x)2 = −∂z[J,x+K,y]−1
2
(J,y−K,x)2. (3.39)
One also easily verifies that the Ricci scalar is zero R = 0. If we now write
A =
1
2
[J,yy −K,xy]; B = 1
2
[K,xx − J,xy]; (3.40)
and
E =
1
2
(
−J,xz −K,yz − 1
2
(J,y −K,x)2
)
; (3.41)
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then it is easy to see that
Gab dx
adxb = 2A[dx(dz − dt)]− 2B[dy(dz − dt)] + 2E(dz − dt)2. (3.42)
Rearrange this to get
Gab dx
adxb = 2[(Adx−Bdy)(dz − dt)] + 2E(dz − dt)2. (3.43)
A further rearrangement yields
Gab dx
adxb = 2[Adx−Bdy + E(dz − dt)](dz − dt). (3.44)
This now is of the required type III0 form, Gab = f(`asb + sa`b), provided we set
`adx
a = dz − dt; and fsadxa = Adx−Bdy + E(dz − dt). (3.45)
Note the 1-form ` = dz − dt is null with respect to both η and g, whence
f =
√
A2 +B2; and sadx
a =
Adx−Bdy + E(dz − dt)√
A2 +B2
. (3.46)
Note
`a = (−1, 0, 0, 1)a; `a = (1, 0, 0, 1)a; ∇a`b = 0. (3.47)
But this means Ka = `a; the Killing vector is everywhere null and covariantly constant.
One can also check the key features above by brute force, symbolically calculating
Gab, (e.g. using Maple), and verifying that (G
2)ab = f
2`a`b, while (G
3)ab = 0. One
easily verifies that the Weyl tensor is non-zero Cabcd 6= 0, but CabcdCabcd = 0. Also
RabcdR
abcd = 0 and GacRabcd = 0 = G
acCabcd. This spacetime geometry would need to
be sourced by a type III0 stress-energy tensor to satisfy the Einstein equations.
3.2.3 Third even more general (3+1) dimensional example
Here is an even more general example. Consider the spacetime metric
ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + 2dudv + 2{J(x, y, u)dx+K(x, y, u)dy + L(x, y, u)du}du. (3.48)
There is only one Killing vector, namely ∂v. Ordering the coordinates as x
a = (u, v, x, y)
we have Ka = (0, 1, 0, 0)a.
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The inverse metric is easily calculated
gab∂a∂b = ∂
2
x + ∂
2
y + 2∂u∂v − 2{J(x, y, u)∂x +K(x, y, u)∂y}∂v
+{J(x, y, u)2 +K(x, y, u)2 − 2L(x, y, u)}∂2v . (3.49)
Explicitly
gab =

2L 1 J K
1 0 0 0
J 0 1 0
K 0 0 1
 ; gab =

0 1 0 0
1 −2L+ J2 +K2 −J −K
0 −J 1 0
0 −K 0 1
 . (3.50)
The the nonzero components of the Einstein tensor are:
Gxu =
1
2
∂y{J,y −K,x}; Gyu = −1
2
∂x{J,y −K,x}; (3.51)
and
Guu = +L,xx + L,yy − ∂u{J,x +K,y} − 1
2
{J,y −K,x}2. (3.52)
This implies:
R = 0, (3.53)
(G2)ab dx
adxb = f 2du2, (3.54)
(G3)ab dx
adxb = 0. (3.55)
Indeed in terms of the 1-form sa dx
a the Einstein tensor is of type III0 form:
Gab dx
adxb = f {(sadxa) du+ du (sadxa)}, (3.56)
where
` = du; f s = Adx+Bdy + Edu. (3.57)
Here
A =
1
2
∂y{J,y −K,x}; B = −1
2
∂x{J,y −K,x}; (3.58)
while
E = +L,xx + L,yy − ∂u{J,x +K,y} − 1
2
{J,y −K,x}2; (3.59)
and
f =
√
A2 +B2. (3.60)
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Note
`a = (1, 0, 0, 0)a; `
a = (0, 1, 0, 0)a; ∇a`b = 0. (3.61)
But this means Ka = `a; that is the Killing vector is everywhere null and covari-
antly constant. One easily verifies that the Weyl tensor is non-zero Cabcd 6= 0, but
CabcdC
abcd = 0. Also RabcdR
abcd = 0 and GacRabcd = 0 = G
acCabcd. This spacetime
geometry would need to be sourced by a type III0 stress-energy tensor to satisfy the
Einstein equations.
3.3 Summary regarding type III geometries
From the above we see that type III spacetime geometries we have found are somewhat
odd and unusual in their properties — with the low symmetry making them somewhat
tricky to deal with. The algebraic properties of the curvature tensor (at least for the
specific examples we found above) are relatively simple, whereas the causal structure
is intricate. It is not entirely clear whether these four examples can be further general-
ized, nor is there any obvious underlying pattern. The physical interpretation of these
spacetimes is perhaps less than clear.
The three explicit (3+1) examples all possess a covariantly constant null Killing vector
— this is one of the surviving features of the pp spacetimes which we deliberately
mutilated to get a type III0 Ricci tensor.
4 Lagrangian model for type III stress-energy
Based on these examples of type III spacetimes, is it now possible to guess a suitable
matter Lagrangian? And so finally get a type III stress tensor? Here we report some
limited success along these lines.
4.1 Lagrangian
Recall that for type III0 stress-energy we want
Tab = f(`asb + sa`b); `
2 = 0; s2 = +1; ` · s = 0. (4.1)
Here is a suitable (if somewhat unusual) ansatz: Consider this Lagrangian, depending
only on the divergence ∇aAa of some vector field Aa:
L = F (∇aAa). (4.2)
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Then the EOM for the vector field Aa are simply
∇b (F ′(∇aAa)) = 0. (4.3)
That is
F ′′(∇aAa) ∇b(∇aAa) = 0. (4.4)
As long as one is not at a critical point, F ′′(∇aAa) 6= 0, this further simplifies to
∇b(∇aAa) = 0, (4.5)
implying
(∇aAa) = (constant). (4.6)
The stress-energy tensor is
Tab =
1
2
F ′(∇aAa) {∇aAb +∇bAa} − 1
2
F (∇aAa)gab. (4.7)
That is, in terms of the Lie derivative
Tab = F
′(constant) LAgab − 1
2
F (constant) gab. (4.8)
Now consider two special cases. While ultimately we would like to self-consistently find
a Lagrangian-based source for the four type III0 geometries discussed above, for now
we will settle for a “proof of principle” by working in flat Minkowski space.
4.2 Linear ansatz
In flat Minkowski space gab → ηab, and one specific solution of the vector field EOM is
the linear expression
Aa = Mab x
b. (4.9)
Here Mab is a constant matrix. Then ∇aAb = M ba and so
Tab =
1
2
F ′(M cc) {Mba +Mab} − 1
2
F (M cc) ηab. (4.10)
Quite generally this expression could algebraically yield any of the Hawking–Ellis stress-
energy types.
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If we now take the even more specific case Mab = sa`b, with s
2 = +1, `2 = 0, and
` · s = 0, then we have M cc = 0 and
Tab =
1
2
F ′(0) {sa`b + `asb} − 1
2
F (0) ηab. (4.11)
Finally choosing F ′(0) = 2f 6= 0 this yields a type III stress-energy in Minkowski space.
(Furthermore the sub-case F (0) = 0 yields a type III0 stress-energy.)
4
4.3 Wave ansatz
Again work in flat Minkowski space gab → ηab, but now consider the plane wave ansatz
Aa = sa sin(kcx
c). (4.12)
Then ∇bAa = kb sa cos(kcxc) and so ∇aAa = ka sa cos(kcxc). Because of the oscillating
cosine factor the vector field EOM is satisfied only if saka = 0, in which case ∇aAa = 0.
Then we have
Tab =
1
2
F ′(0) {sakb + kasb} cos(kcxc)− 1
2
F (0) ηab. (4.13)
If we now choose s2 = +1 and k → ` with `2 = 0, and ` · s = 0 then
Tab =
1
2
F ′(0) {sa`b + `asb} cos(kcxc)− 1
2
F (0) ηab. (4.14)
This is of type III whenever the cosine is non-zero. (And furthermore is of type III0
whenever F (0) = 0 and the cosine is nonzero.)5
4In a similar vein, the choice Mab = `a`b with `
2 = 0 would yield type II, specializing to type II0 if
F (0) = 0. Choosing Mab to be a generic diagonal matrix yields (generic) type I stress-energy. Finally,
choosing Mab = saVb with s
2 = +1, V 2 = −1, and V · s = 0 yields type IV, specializing to type IV0 if
F (0) = 0.
5In a similar vein, the choice sa = ka = `a with `
2 = 0 would yield type II, specializing to type II0
if F (0) = 0. Furthermore choosing s2 = +1, k2 = −1, and k · s = 0 yields type IV, specializing to type
IV0 if F (0) = 0. Finally type I is the generic case when there is no particular relationship between
the vectors s and k.
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4.4 Summary regarding type III stress-energy
It must be said that the Lagrangian L = F (∇aAa) is a very unusual Lagrangian that
does not conform to any of the standard versions of “matter” occurring (for instance) in
the standard model of particle physics. That we can get a “proof of principle” type III
stress-energy when working on Minkowski space is encouraging; that so little can be
said in general curved spacetimes is discouraging.
5 Discussion
In the Hawking–Ellis (Segre–Pleban´ski) classification the type III stress-energy tensor
(and the closely related type III0 essential core) stand out in that there is relatively
little understanding of this class of stress-energy tensors and (assuming the Einstein
equations) the related spacetimes. In this article we have first given 4 specific examples
of spacetimes supported by type III0 stress-energy, and have then developed “proof of
principle” Lagrangian models for type III stress-energy in Minkowski space.
Unfortunately we have not yet been able to “close the loop”, to self-consistently deter-
mine a type III spacetime geometry supported by an explicit Lagrangian-based type III
matter source. This remaining part of the problem looks rather difficult — the type III
spacetime geometries are all rather unusual, and the only Lagrangian model we have for
type III stress-energy is if anything, extremely odd. Nevertheless, the results reported
in this article represent real progress compared to what was previously known. At
this point we can already suggest that a robust assumption when investigating general
relativistic spacetimes is to focus attention on type I, II and IV stress energy tensors.
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Appendix: Graphical classification of stress-energy tensors
Let us very briefly review, in a graphical manner, the different possible classifications
of the stress energy tensor. In the diagram depicted in figure 1 we show the rela-
tion between the Hawking–Ellis (Segre–Pleban´ski) classification, which is based on the
eigenvectors of the stress energy tensor, compared with the Rainich-like classification
based on the degree of the minimal polynomials, related with the multiplicity of the
eigenvalues of the mixed tensor T ab. The simplified cores are the special cases where
all real eigenvalues vanish, implying (but stronger than) the condition that the stress-
energy is traceless.
Degree	of	
the	minimal	
polynomial	
Number	of	
distinct	
eigenvalues	
4	 Generic	I,	IV	(4	eigenvectors)	
Generic	II	
(3	eigenvectors)	
Generic	III	
(2	eigenvectors)	
1	2	3	4	
3	
2	
1	
Degenerate	I,IV	 Degenerate	II	 Degenerate	III	
Degenerate	I	
Degenerate	I	
Degenerate	II	
Simplified	
cores	
Figure 1. In this diagram we show the relation between different stress energy tensors
classifications in 1 + 3 dimensions. Generic type I and IV, both corresponding to degree 4.4,
are stable under perturbations, whereas the other will decay into those. Degenerate types
have the same number of eigenvectors as the generic cases, but fewer distinct eigenvectors [5].
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